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Bitcoin origins

— Online proposal by Satoshi Nakamoto late 2008
— First Bitcoin blocks formed 2009
— Protocol defined by implementation in software
— No central authority
— Not linked to any fiat currency
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Interfacing with the Bitcoin blockchain

Several alternative methods to view and interact with the
Bitcoin blockchain:

— Make a bitcoin node: install Bitcoin Core
— Toolkit: libbitcoin-explorer

https://github.com/libbitcoin/libbitcoin-explorer

— Blockchain explorers
• https://btc.bitaps.com
• https://blockstream.info
• https://www.blockchair.com

— Bitcoin testnet
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https://github.com/libbitcoin/libbitcoin-explorer
https://btc.bitaps.com
https://blockstream.info
https://www.blockchair.com/bitcoin/
https://tbtc.bitaps.com


Digital signatures

— A digital signature is a bit string which authenticates a
message
• Private signing key is used to generate each signature
• Public verification key is used to verify each signature

— Bitcoin uses a modern, efficient, standardised signature
scheme (ECDSA with a specific curve)

— Bitcoin signatures are 512 bits in length
— Bitcoin addresses are public signature verification keys
— A typical Bitcoin address:

1HnhWpkMHMjgt167kvgcPyurMmsCQ2WPgg
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https://bitaps.com/1HnhWpkMHMjgt167kvgcPyurMmsCQ2WPgg


Bitcoin transactions

— Bitcoin transactions (payments) transfer value from one or
more input addresses to one or more output addresses

— Each output specifies:
• The address whose signing key will be used later to

authorise spending of the output
• The value of this output

— Each input specifies:
• an output of an earlier transaction with its value
• a signature of the current transaction by the owner of that

input
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https://btc.bitaps.com/b9051bab21f11bad35a8fc2301d6bee07057a02d48995fa66479b962aad36036


Valid transactions in Bitcoin

— A transaction that spends an already spent output is
invalid (no double spending)

— The sum of input values to a transaction must not exceed
the sum of output values

— Transactions are exchanged on the Bitcoin peer-to-peer
network

— A set of transactions is sometimes hashed together into a
Merkle root
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Hash functions

Hany bit string fixed length bit string

— Example SHA-256: output looks like a random 256 bit
string (64 hex digits)

— SHA-256 hash of an Ubuntu image (around 2GB file):
5748706937539418ee5707bd538c4f5e

abae485d17aa49fb13ce2c9b70532433
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Hash collisions

— A collision for H is a pair or two messages m1 6= m2 such
that

H(m1) = H(m2).

— Collisions must exist

Fact
For a good hash function collisions are too hard to find
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Hash chains

B1 B2 B3

H H H . . .
Seed

— Sequence of hashes. Each new hash input includes the
previous hash.

— Cannot change (add, delete nodes) without finding a
collision

— Used in cryptography for a long time (micropayments,
timestamping, . . . )
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Bitcoin blocks

— A Bitcoin block consists of an 80-byte header and a set of
transactions

— Each header includes the hash of the previous block
header

— The Bitcoin blockchain started with block number 0, known
as the genesis block
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https://btc.bitaps.com/317777
https://btc.bitaps.com/0


Chained blocks

Block Header

Transactions

Block i+ 1Block i

Block hash: 000. . .

Block Header

Transactions

Block hash: 000. . .

Fact
The Bitcoin blockchain is a hashchain of blocks
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Mining

— A block is valid if it has a hash with enough zero bits at the
start

— The number of zero bits at the start of a valid block is
defined by the current difficulty

— A miner attempts to construct a valid block by changing
variables in the block until there are enough zero bits in
the hash

— This is a cryptographic puzzle or proof of work. Only
known way to solve the puzzle is by trial and error

Question
How many trials do we expect to need to construct a block with
hash starting with 32 zero bits?
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https://www.blockchain.com/charts/difficulty


Mining costs and rewards

— A block reward is given for each block mined until
21 000 000 bitcoins mined (around year 2040)

— When Bitcoin started the block reward was 50 Bitcoins,
but it halves every 4 years

— Transactions include fees paid to miner

Fact
Consensus is built by the community accepting that the longest
valid chain is the correct blockchain
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DIY mining

Today all effective mining is done in mining pools – a huge
industry
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Industrial scale mining

Source: nrk.no
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How much electricity does mining use?

— Bitcoin miner profits depend on:
• capital cost of equipment
• cost of electricity
• value of Bitcoin

— Mining reward available per day for Bitcoin is
12.5× 144× Value of 1 Bitcoin:
• ≈ $6.3 million today
• ≈ $35 million December 2017

— Often estimated that Bitcoin energy consumption is similar
to a small country:
https://digiconomist.net/bitcoin-energy-consumption
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https://digiconomist.net/bitcoin-energy-consumption


Bitcoin as a global immutable ledger

— The Bitcoin blockchain contains many messages hidden in
Bitcoin addresses or transactions

— Easy to add your own message
— Available as a notary service for around $1 per document

Question
Can this feature make it illegal to run a Bitcoin node?
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https://tbtc.bitaps.com/ac3db8e88ebabf8f29c3c86ccdf7ebcb5243a12a24fc49fd8cfcbf10a8c035d1
https://proofofexistence.com


How anonymous is Bitcoin?

— Bitcoin addresses provide pseudonymity
— New addresses can be generated for every transaction
— Transaction inputs and outputs are public and linkable
— Some transactions, such as those with exchanges, are not

permitted to be anonymous

Fact
Bitcoin transactions provide only weak anonymity
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https://shop.wikileaks.org/donate


Monero and Zcash

— Some newer cryptocurrencies use cryptography to provide
stronger anonymity, usually at a computational and/or
storage cost

— Ring signatures:
• someone from a user-defined set of signed the transaction
• used in Monero

— Zero knowledge proofs:
• provide proof that transaction is valid without revealing

details
• used in Zcash

— Zcash has been approved by financial regulators in New
York (NYFDS)
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Smart contracts

— A set of formal conditions which trigger a payment when
they are satisfied

— Bitcoin has a built-in scripting language
• Powerful but limited language
• Used in every transaction
• Script must return TRUE in order to spend transaction

output
— Developed further in Ethereum

• Turing complete language
• Contains both users accounts and contract accounts
• Basis for many blockchain applications today

— Most large companies, such as IBM, are interested in
using smart contracts in commercial applications
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https://www.ibm.com/blogs/blockchain/


Altcoins

— Hundreds of Bitcoin alternatives deployed today
— Commercial applications today typically using closed

(permissioned) blockchains
— Other consensus mechanisms are being widely explored

• Proof of stake
• Sortition (see Algorand)
• Byzantine agreement protocols
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https://coincap.io


Conclusion

— Commonly stated that we are still at the start of the
blockchain era

— Many different opinions on the likely impact of blockchains
— According to Meiklejohn top challenges are:

• Interoperability: in a world of multiple ledgers, how should
they be classified or standardised to allow interoperation?

• Cost-effectiveness: can we avoid proof-of-work puzzles
with their huge power costs?

• Privacy: long-term privacy, selective privacy and
anonymity all remain problematic

• Scalability:
— how to limit the size of blockchains?
— can we split into realms of interest (sharding) to avoid

checking all transactions?
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More information

— Mastering Bitcoin by Andreas M. Antonopoulos
https://github.com/bitcoinbook/bitcoinbook

— Technical details of Bitcoin: en.bitcoin.it
— Software and wallets for Bitcoin: bitcoin.org
— Original Bitcoin paper of Satoshi Nakamoto:

https://bitcoin.org/en/bitcoin-paper

— IBM Blockchain Blog
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/blockchain/
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https://github.com/bitcoinbook/bitcoinbook
en.bitcoin.it
bitcoin.org
https://bitcoin.org/en/bitcoin-paper
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/blockchain/


Thanks for listening

Questions?
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